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Abstract
Modern neural network libraries all take as a001
hyperparameter a random seed, typically used002
to determine the initial state of the model pa-003
rameters. In this position piece, I argue that004
there are some appropriate uses for random005
seeds: as part of the hyperparameter search006
to select a good model, creating an ensemble007
of several variants of a model, or measuring008
the sensitivity of the training algorithm to the009
random seed hyperparameter. I argue against010
some inappropriate uses for random seeds: us-011
ing a fixed random seed for “replicability” and012
creating score distributions for performance013
comparison. I review 85 recent publications014
from the ACL Anthology and find that more015
than 50% are using random seeds inappropri-016
ately.017

1 Introduction018

Modern neural network libraries all take as a hyper-019

parameter a random seed, a number that is used to020

initialize a pseudorandom number generator. That021

generator is typically used to determine the initial022

state of neural network parameters, but may also be023

used for other purposes, such as shuffling the train-024

ing data. Like any hyperparameter, neural network025

random seeds can have a large or small impact on026

model performance depending on the specifics of027

the model and the data.028

The pre-trained transformer-based models that029

are currently popular in NLP (BERT, Devlin et al.,030

2019; RoBERTa Liu et al., 2019; etc.) have been031

observed to be quite sensitive to their random seeds032

(Risch and Krestel, 2020; Dodge et al., 2020; Mos-033

bach et al., 2021). Several solutions to this problem034

have been proposed, including specific optimizer035

setups (Mosbach et al., 2021), ensemble methods036

(Risch and Krestel, 2020), and explicitly tuning the037

random seed like other hyperparameters (Dodge038

et al., 2020).039

However, while it seems that the NLP commu-040

nity is reasonably conscious of the problems that041

random seeds present, it is inconsistent in its ap- 042

proaches to solving those problems. In the remain- 043

der of this position piece, I first present a taxon- 044

omy of different ways that neural network random 045

seeds are used in the NLP community, explaining 046

which uses are appropriate and which are inappro- 047

priate. Then I review 85 articles recently published 048

in the ACL Anthology, categorizing their random 049

seed uses based on the taxonomy. I find that more 050

than 50% of the articles use random seeds inappro- 051

priately, suggesting that the NLP community still 052

needs a broader discussion about how we approach 053

random seeds. 054

2 A taxonomy of random seed uses 055

In this section I highlight five common uses of neu- 056

ral network random seeds in the NLP community, 057

and categorize them as either appropriate or inap- 058

propriate. 059

2.1 Appropriate uses 060

Hyperparameter selection The random seed is 061

a hyperparameter of the neural network that de- 062

termines where in the model’s parameter space 063

optimization should begin. As the random seed is 064

a hyperparameter, it can and should be tuned just 065

as other hyperparameters are. Unlike some other 066

hyperparameters, there is no intuitive explanation 067

of why one random seed would be better or worse 068

than another, so the typical strategy is to just try a 069

number of randomly selected seeds. For example: 070

Instead, we compensate for the inher- 071

ent randomness of the network by train- 072

ing multiple models with randomized ini- 073

tializations and use as the final model 074

the one which achieved the best perfor- 075

mance on the validation set. . . (Björne 076

and Salakoski, 2018) 077

The test results are derived from the 1- 078

best random seed on the validation set. 079
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(Kuncoro et al., 2020)080

Ensemble creation Ensemble methods are an081

effective way of combining multiple machine-082

learning models to make better predictions083

(Rokach, 2010). A common approach to creating084

neural network ensembles is to allow multiple train-085

ing runs of the same architecture, each starting with086

a different random seed, to vote in the ensemble087

(Perrone and Cooper, 1995). For example:088

In order to improve the stability of the089

RNNs, we ensemble five distinct models,090

each initialized with a different random091

seed. (Nicolai et al., 2017)092

Our model is composed of the ensem-093

ble of 8 single models. The hyper-094

parameters and the training procedure095

used in each single model are the same096

except the random seed. (Yang and097

Wang, 2019)098

Sensitivity analysis Sometimes it is useful to099

demonstrate how sensitive a neural network is to a100

particular hyperparameter. For example, Santurkar101

et al. (2018) shows that batch normalization makes102

neural networks less sensitive to the learning rate103

hyperparameter. Similarly, it may be useful to show104

how sensitive neural networks are to their random105

seed hyperparameter. For example:106

We next (§3.3) examine the expected vari-107

ance in attention-produced weights by108

initializing multiple training sequences109

with different random seeds. . . (Wiegr-110

effe and Pinter, 2019)111

Our model shows a lower standard de-112

viation on each task, which means our113

model is less sensitive to random seeds114

than other models. (Hua et al., 2021)115

2.2 Inappropriate uses116

Single fixed seed NLP articles sometimes pick117

a single fixed random seed, claiming that this is118

done to improve consistency or replicability. For119

example:120

An arbitrary but fixed random seed was121

used for each run to ensure reproducibil-122

ity. . . (Le and Fokkens, 2018)123

For consistency, we used the same set 124

of hyper-parameters and a fixed random 125

seed across all experiments. (Lin et al., 126

2020) 127

Why is this inappropriate? First, fixing the random 128

seed does not guarantee replicability. For example, 129

the tensorflow library has a history of producing 130

different results even given the same random seeds, 131

especially on GPUs (Two Sigma, 2017; Kanwar 132

et al., 2021). Second, not tuning the random seed 133

hyperparameter has the same drawbacks as not tun- 134

ing any other hyperparameter: performance will 135

be an underestimate of the performance of a tuned 136

model. 137

Instead, the random seed should be tuned as 138

any other hyperparameter. Dodge et al. (2020), 139

for example, show that doing so leads to simpler 140

models exceeding the published results of more 141

complex state-of-the-art models on multiple GLUE 142

tasks (Wang et al., 2018). For transparency, when 143

the random seed is tuned in this way, both the space 144

of random seeds searched and the final selected 145

random seed should be reported. 146

Performance comparison It is a good idea to 147

compare not just point estimates of a model’s per- 148

formance, but distributions of model performance, 149

as comparing performance distributions may result 150

in more reliable conclusions. It has been suggested 151

that such distributions can be obtained by running 152

the same model with different random seeds. For 153

example: 154

Instead of publishing and reporting sin- 155

gle performance scores, we propose 156

to compare score distributions based 157

on multiple executions. (Reimers and 158

Gurevych, 2017) 159

Indeed, the best approach is to stop re- 160

porting single-value results, and instead 161

report the distribution of results from a 162

range of seeds. (Crane, 2018) 163

Why is this inappropriate? Running the same 164

model with multiple random seeds is a good way 165

to estimate the sensitivity of the model to the ran- 166

dom seed hyperparameter. But that’s not what one 167

is looking for when comparing models. The au- 168

thors above would probably not suggest this for 169

any other hyperparameter. Should we generate a 170

distribution over model performance by training 171
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Figure 1: Uses of neural network random seeds by year for 85 ACL Anthology articles.

the same model but with different learning rates?172

No, that would be generating a bunch of subopti-173

mal models within the distribution we’re trying to174

compare. For the same reason, we don’t want a175

bunch of models that are suboptimal in their choice176

of random seed.177

Instead, to generate distributions over model per-178

formance, we should use standard statistical tech-179

niques for doing this. For example, bootstrap sam-180

ples may be drawn from the test set, and evaluating181

a model on each of those samples will give a dis-182

tribution over the model’s expected performance183

(Dror et al., 2018). As long as the models applied184

to these bootstrap samples have been tuned appro-185

priately (including tuning the random seed), com-186

paring two models based on such bootstrap distri-187

butions will allow a statistically sound assessment188

of the performance difference.189

3 State of random seed uses in ACL190

Having introduced both appropriate and inappro-191

priate uses of neural network random seeds, I now192

turn to the current state of NLP with respect to such193

seeds.194

On 29 Jun 2021, I searched the ACL Anthology195

for articles containing the phrases “random seed”196

and “neural network”1. The ACL Anthology search197

interface returns a maximum of 10 pages of results,198

with 10 results per page, so I collected 100 search199

results. Non-articles (entire proceedings, author200

pages, supplementary material) were excluded, as201

were articles where the random seeds were not202

1https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/
search/?q=%22random+seed%22+%22neural+
network%22

Type Purpose Count

Appropriate Hyperparameter selection 12
Appropriate Ensemble creation 13
Appropriate Sensitivity analysis 12

Appropriate sub-total 37

Inappropriate Fixed seed 24
Inappropriate Performance comparison 24

Inappropriate sub-total 48

Table 1: Uses of neural network random seeds for 85
ACL Anthology articles.

used to initialize a neural network (e.g., they were 203

used only for dataset selection). The result was 85 204

articles, from publications between 2015 and 2021. 205

I read each of the articles and categorized its use 206

of random seeds into one of the five purposes intro- 207

duced in section 2. The supplementary material for 208

this article includes a spreadsheet detailing each ar- 209

ticle reviewed, its purpose for using neural network 210

random seeds, and a snippet of text from the article 211

justifying my assignment of that purpose category. 212

Table 1 shows the distribution of articles across 213

the different random seed purposes. More than half 214

of the articles (48) include an inappropriate use of 215

random seeds, with fixed seeds and performance 216

comparisons being equally likely. This suggests 217

that NLP researchers are frequently misusing neu- 218

ral network random seeds. 219

One might wonder if the NLP community is get- 220

ting better over time, that is, if inappropriate uses 221

are on the decline as NLP researchers become more 222

familiar with neural networks research. Figure 1 223
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shows that this is not the case: though the volume224

of articles that matched the query varies from year225

to year, for most years the number of inappropriate226

uses of random seeds is similar to the number of ap-227

propriate uses. This suggests that NLP researchers228

continue to have trouble distinguishing appropriate229

from inappropriate uses of neural network random230

seeds.231

4 Discussion232

We have seen that inappropriate uses of neural233

network random seeds – including using only a234

fixed seed or using random seeds to generate per-235

formance distributions for model comparisons – are236

still widespread within the NLP community. The237

analysis here is probably a conservative estimate238

of the problem. Articles only matched the query239

if they had the explicit phrases “neural network”240

and “random seed” both within the article. That241

means the search did not return articles on neural242

networks where no “random seed” was mentioned,243

yet in such cases it is likely that a single fixed seed244

was used. Therefore the proportion of fixed seed245

papers in our sample is likely an underestimate of246

the proportion in the true population.247

How do we move the NLP community toward248

more appropriate uses of neural network random249

seeds? I hope that this article can help to start the250

necessary conversations, but clearly it is not an251

endpoint in and of itself. Part of the responsibility252

must fall on mentors in the NLP community, such253

as university faculty and industry research leads,254

to ensure that they are training their mentees about255

these topics. Part of the responsibility will fall on256

reviewers of NLP articles, who can identify mis-257

uses of neural network random seeds and flag them258

for revision. And of course part of the responsibil-259

ity falls on NLP authors themselves to make sure260

they understand the nuances of neural network hy-261

perparameters like random seeds and the ways in262

which they should and should not be used.263

5 Conclusion264

I have introduced a simple taxonomy of common265

uses for neural network random seeds in the NLP266

literature, describing three appropriate uses (hyper-267

parameter selection, ensemble creation, and sensi-268

tivity analysis) and two inappropriate uses (single269

fixed seed and performance comparison). In an270

analysis of 85 articles from the ACL Anthology,271

I have shown that more than half of these recent272

NLP articles include inappropriate uses of neural 273

network random seeds. I hope that highlighting 274

this issue can help the NLP community to improve 275

our mentorship and training and move toward more 276

appropriate uses of neural network random seeds 277

in the future. 278
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